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Is Demonic Possession Possible ?
About Demonic Possession:
A demon is believed to be a demonic living spiritual entity that
dwells outside the kingdom of God. It is usually filled with anger,
resentment and hate, and can be highly volatile and malevolent in
character. It is also believed that demons are enslaved servants in
Satan’s kingdom, and are used to try to harm and corrupt mankind.
Is it possible, that people can still be demon-possessed today
like in biblical times or like in exorcism movies? Can demons
possess a human being? Can they actually enter in a human
body and manipulate a person’s thoughts and actions, and even
affect their bodily functions?
Actually, biblical scripture does teach that demons are real, and that
they do torment people. Jesus Christ and His twelve apostles were
known to have extracted demons from possessed people.
Most people, however, have never seen a demonic possession that's
as frightening as seen in the movies, like the Exorcist.
Demons don't need to produce special effects to achieve their
desired effect. Instead, they work in stealth to simply prevent
people from believing or having faith in God and temp them into
committing acts of immorality.
They can succeed in that by creating fear and confusion, or by
merely distracting people with entertainment activities, conflicts,
greed, lust, envy, vanity, or a host of other preoccupations.
Some demons are more powerful than others; and some group
together to form a legion and are able to manipulate a person into
committing horrible crimes such as terror attacks, murder, assault,
kidnapping, rape, fraud, thievery and a host of other iniquitous acts.
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Some demons will manipulate a person into defiling their body
through though addictions, such as alcoholism, drug abuse,
commercial pornography, using foul and hurtful language, and even
cause them to ornament their body in a highly vain manner.
Demons can also cause a person to become mentally or physically ill,
and seemingly, without a cure to heal the illness, and sometimes
they will do more subtle things like cause a person to become obese,
have a speech, hearing or vision impairment, or a learning disability.
I once experienced a demon-possessed person where the demon
caused the person’s body to emit a foul order which could not be
removed, even after bathing.
Demons tend to target people who are emotionally frail, spiritually
uneducated; weak in faith, a non-believer in Christ, and those that
focus their thoughts on materialism and lustful sexual activity.
Demons are masters at breaking up marriages and causing painful,
agonizing and heartbreaking divorces, and they thrive on confusing
women into having abortions in order to kill their unborn infants.
In Many cases, a person is not even aware that there is a demon
residing within them. Then in other cases, a person is aware of the
demon presence but is too confused or fearful to try and do anything
about it.
If a person is indeed truly possessed with a demon, it can be
extremely difficult to get the demon removed.
Very rarely can a person, by them self, remove, extract or cast out
the demon. It most always takes a highly trained spiritualist, such as
a Priest, Minister, Pastor or Shaman to accomplish this task.
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However, in no way should this ever be attempted by an
untrained person.
It can be an exceedingly dangerous process for even a spiritualist to
attempt an extraction unless they are an experienced, harden
spiritual warrior and able to overcome any level of fear that can be
thrust at them from a demonic entity.
It is estimated that about two thirds of the world’s population
believe that a person can become demon possessed. Amazingly,
more people believe in demon possession then they do that Jesus
Christ was the Son of God, and was born as a mortal human being
and walked on the Earth.
Many people and families have unknowingly been victimized or
tormented by demon possession. They are simply unaware that a
demonic ethereal entity is the source of their affliction.
Most people who are suffering from a tormenting affliction turn to
Medical Doctors, Psychiatrists, and Psychologists in hopes of
receiving an effective treatment.
This usually results in a person being treated with a regiment of
pharmaceutical drugs which in many cases can end up being more
harmful then helpful, as many of these drugs have harmful and even
degenerative side-effects.
Some people will even turn to Paranormal Investigators to try and
cleanse their environment of a suspected demonic entity that may
be causing their affliction.
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In my work as a Pastor and Ordained Minister, I have had numerous
encounters with individuals that were demonically possessed, and
in most cases, I was able to end the possessions.
If you suspect or believe that you, a family member or loved one
may be possessed by a demon, you are welcome to contact me.
Sincerely,

Pastor Andy Anderson
Celestial Grace Ministry
email: andy@celestialgrace.org
View This Documentary Video About Demonic Possession
(Click On Image To View Video)

May the grace of God be with you always --- Amen
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